Arctic Answers Knowledge Pyramid

"Type in your Brief title here"

By A. Author, B. Author, and C. Author

Arctic Answers Briefs answer questions about Arctic environmental change that are framed for policy makers. Each Brief concisely conveys the state of the science. For supporting information and further reading, the Knowledge Pyramid of the state of the science and knowledge is presented below with the references from the Brief at the apex, built upon layers of references of increasingly more technical information: summaries, synthesis papers, and the building blocks of detailed basic research and technical academic studies.

Key References: Selected references that provide recent, accessible information needed to answer policy-relevant questions about rapid Arctic change (also cited in the Brief).

Summaries: State-of-the-art information on main findings, critical questions, and societal importance written for non-technical audiences.

Syntheses: Resources for a comprehensive and often more technical understanding of the issue and how different concepts interrelate.

Building Blocks: Technical studies with details and foundational information about individual concepts.
TEMPLATE INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS:

1. **Replace all red text** with (a) your Brief title in the form of a question, (b) your author names, (c) your references in the various categories.

2. List references alphabetically within each tier following the Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research journal style (examples with proper formatting are shown). If available, use DOI hyperlinks to open-source materials.

3. Examples are given of the types of publications appropriate to each tier. Note that the Key References tier is the same as provided in the Brief itself, and that there may be a mix of summaries, syntheses, and technical studies cited in this tier.

4. Leave and do not alter the black text, the pyramid diagram, and the blue text describing the Arctic Answers Briefs and Knowledge Pyramids.

5. Do not alter information in the header and footer. The proper volume and page numbers will be added by AAAR prior to publication.

6. Please limit the total length of the Supplemental Material to five (5) pages in this document (not including the Instructions).